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The modular system of bedrooms
SOFT CLOSE

Modular system

THE MODULAR SYSTEM OF
BEDROOMS PIANO
The solution adjusted to large and small spaces

Chrome handles

Chrome bed leg

The new Piano furniture collection is the result of a thorough research. Modern
lifestyle and different needs of a large number of users have directed us
towards the modular system of modern design elements, coated with the
latest UV technology, in high gloss, which easily fit into different interior
styles. The new, flexible model of Piano bedrooms is adaptable to the size of
the space and practical needs of the modern customer. The elements of the
designed geometric shapes with carefully chosen colors of lacquer and gloss,
are combined in a simple way, creating unique solutions for the bedroom
design.
With only eight different elements, you can combine a number of wardrobes
according to your needs. By using corner elements, your wardrobe can cover
two or three bedroom walls. For those who like large wardrobe spaces, this
modular system is an ideal solution that can functionally fill the entire room.
The standard equipment of each wardrobe consists of as many as three shelves
and a wardrobe rail, while the range of accessories adds a higher level of
functionality.
Sliding wardrobes in three dimensions are also offered. Although it is often
thought that sliding wardrobes require a lot of space in the apartment, our
wardrobes are suitable for small apartments too, where space is limited, with
functional standard equipment in every segment of the wardrobe.
Make sure your wardrobe and the entire room get discreet ambient lighting
in the evening by installing lighting, as an accessory, into decorative ceiling
wardrobe stripes. Complete the ambience with mirrors on wardrobe doors
that will make the room even more pleasant and lively.

Built - in lighting

We paid special attention to the design and functional solutions of chests of
drawers and commodes. In this collection, there are as many as nine different
models in more dimensions.
Chrome coated bed legs and elegantly upholstered headboard, 25mm thick
cover panels of elements and the bed, soft-close mechanisms on all doors
and drawers, elegant chrome handles and high-quality UV lacquer in high
gloss as the finishing of panels reflect our wish to provide our customers
with a quality product through functional and aesthetic solution.

Soft - close mechanisms

A large selection of the Piano collection elements is suitable for any part of your
apartment. These practical and functional pieces of furniture can be an integral
part of the interior of your hall, living room or children’s room. And with Piano
commodes, of elegant geometric shapes, you will easily fill an empty corner in
your hall or dining room.
Therefore, be free to explore. Let fun and pleasure in furnishing of your home
begin.
Arrange your home with the designed Piano collection.

UV lacquer - high gloss
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Piano sliding wardrobes easily fit into large ambience, but also into small bedroom spaces.

A modular system of elements, UV coated and in high gloss, will complement different interior styles.
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MODULAR DESIGN FOR ENDLESS FREEDOM
An easy way to an ideal wardrobe that is adaptable to the size of your room and practical needs.
Simply combine the elements with the additional units and make the desired wardrobe.

The possibility of unlimited combinations
LR4

L4

P1

P2

DP2

P22

DP2

LRB

LB

Three-door wardrobe

P2

Four-door wardrobe with two drawers and the
stripes with built-in lighting

Four-door wardrobe with stripes

DP22

P2

DP1

Five-door wardrobe with two drawers

PUG

DP22

DP2

DP22

DP2

Six-door wardrobe with two drawers

DP1

DP2

PUG

DP22

Six-door corner wardrobe with two drawers

Five-door corner wardrobe with two drawers

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT
FOR IMPROVED
FUNCTIONALITY
Built in chest of drawers UF3
WxHxD: 88x57x45cm

DECORATIVE
STRIPES
Depending on the number
of doors choose the suitable
ceiling stripe
in the appropriate length.
Complement the aesthetic
looks of the wardrobe
with side stripes.

jela.rs

Mounting lifter ML

Big shelf FV-PN
WxHxD: 88x50x1,8cm

Stripe L1/PN
WxHxD: 47x2,5x17,5cm

STRIPES WITHOUT
BUILT-IN LIGHTING

Stripe L2/PN
WxHxD: 92x2,5x17,5cm

L1

Stripe L3/PN
WxHxD: 137x2,5x17,5cm

L2
L3

Stripe L4/PN
WxHxD: 182x2,5x17,5cm

L4
L5

Stripe L5/PN
WxHxD: 227x2,5x17,5cm

L6
L7
L8
*Side stripes LB/PN
Side wardrobe stripes without lighting
WxHxD: 2,5x226x17,5cm

Stripe L6/PN
WxHxD: 272x2,5x17,5cm
Stripe L7/PN
WxHxD: 317x2,5x17,5cm
Stripe L8/PN
WxHxD: 362x2,5x17,5cm

Mounting mirror
MO-KA
WxH: 33x203cm

Small shelf FM-PN
WxHxD: 43x50x1,8cm

STRIPES WITH
BUILT-IN LIGHTING
LR1
LR2
LR3
LR4
LR5
LR6
LR7
LR8
*Side stripes LRB/PN
Side stripes with LED power supply for wardrobes with lighting
WxHxD: 2,5x226x17,5cm
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THE CODES OF THE PIANO BEDROOM MODULAR SYSTEM
*Additional wardrobes DP1, DP2, DP22 are possible to mount only with the P1, P2, P22 and PUG wardrobes.
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Crystal white
HG lacquer

Beige HG
lacquer

MODULAR WARDROBES
Additional
wardrobe DP1/PN
WxHxD:
45x224x56cm

Wardrobe P1/PN
WxHxD:
47x224x56cm

P1/DP1
with basic
equipment

Additional
wardrobe
DP22/PN
WxHxD:
90x224x56cm

Wardrobe
P22/PN
WxHxD:
92x224x56cm

Additional
Wardrobe DP2/PN
WxHxD:
90x224x56cm

Wardrobe P2/PN
WxHxD:
92x224x56cm

*The interior of
the PUG element
is not possible to
change.

Wardrobe
PUG/PN

P22/DP22
with basic
equipment

W(L)xW(D)xHxD:
100x102x224x56cm

P2/DP2
with basic
equipment

PUG
with basic
equipment

SLIDING WARDROBES

Sliding wardrobe
PK180/PN
WxHxD: 182x224x61cm

Sliding wardrobe
PK180-OG/PN
WxHxD: 182x224x61cm

PK180(-OG)
with basic equipment

Sliding wardrobe
PK230/PN
WxHxD: 230x224x61cm

Sliding wardrobe
PK230-OG/PN
WxHxD: 230x224x61cm

COMMODES

Sliding wardrobe
PK280/PN
WxHxD: 272x224x61cm

Sliding wardrobe
PK280-OG/PN
WxHxD: 272x224x61cm

NIGHT STANDS

PK280(-OG)/PN
with basic equipment

Commode K13/PN
WxHxD: 107x85x45cm

*No additional equipment

is provided except FM-PN

MIRROR

Mirror OG/ PN
WxHxD: 123x65x2cm

Commode K23/PN
WxHxD: 153x85x45cm

CHESTS OF DRAWERS

BED
Available
only in beige color

Available
only in beige color

Available
only in beige color

Night stand NS2/PN
WxHxD: 45x43x40cm

PK230(-OG)/PN
with basic equipment

Bed KR160-PN
WxHxD: 180x85x213cm

Available
only in white color

Night stand NS3/PN
WxHxD: 45x61x40cm

Bed KR160V
WxHxD: 180x120x221cm
Chest of drawers
F4/PN
WxHxD: 76x97x45cm

Chest of drawers F4V/
PN
WxHxD: 60x110x45cm

Chest of drawers
F5/PN
WxHxD: 60x136x45cm

Stripe LR1/PN
WxHxD: 47x2,5x17,5cm
Stripe LR2/PN
WxHxD: 92x2,5x17,5cm
Stripe LR3/PN
WxHxD: 137x2,5x17,5cm
Stripe LR4/PN
WxHxD: 182x2,5x17,5cm
Stripe LR5/PN
WxHxD: 227x2,5x17,5cm
Stripe LR6/PN
WxHxD: 272x2,5x17,5cm
Stripe LR7/PN
WxHxD: 317x2,5x17,5cm
Stripe LR8/PN
WxHxD: 362x2,5x17,5cm

CORNER STRIPES
WITHOUT BUILT-IN LIGHTING

CORNER STRIPES
WITH BUILT-IN LIGHTING

Stripe LU-LD/PN
WxHxD 1: 17,5x55,6x2,5cm
WxHxD 2: 17,5x40x2,5cm

Stripe LRU-LD/PN
WxHxD 1: 17,5x55,6x2, 5cm
WxHxD 2: 17,5x40x2,5cm
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INNOVATION FOR
YOUR COMFORT
Our wide range of UV lacquered commodes
in high gloss includes soft-closing
mechanisms with practical sliders
for soft and quiet drawer closing.

THE BALANCE OF
DESIGN AND
REFINED FORM
With their shape, color and function, the
carefully selected commodes easily fit into
different interiors and give a special touch to
every wall of your home.

PRACTICAL AND
BEAUTIFUL AT THE
SAME TIME
A good wardrobe is characterized with
remarkable design and useful details, in
order to make the use of it easier. Every
wardrobe from the Piano collection contains
three shelves and a clothes rail. You can fill
the contents of your wardrobe with a range
of additional equipment
for greater functionality.

jela.rs
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UTMOST CARE FOR THE
SMALLEST DETAILS
Piano sliding wardrobes easily fit into large
ambiences, but also into
small bedroom spaces.
The PK230-PN wardrobe is enriched with
additional equipment and has as many as
12 shelves and 4 clothes rails, while the new
soft-close mechanism enables the doors to
slide slowly and close quietly and completely,
providing additional comfort in everyday use.

PLEASANT AMBIENCE
OF MODERN
GEOMETRIC FORM
Creating pleasant atmosphere asks for
planning. The right choice of furniture is the
key factor in achieving comfort and relaxing
atmosphere in your bedroom. Choose a night
stand with two or three drawers according to
the height of your bed.

UNIVERSAL
APPLICATION OF
ELEMENTS
We create furniture for all parts of your home
and design space driven by empathy and the
people living in it. Our modular solutions are
always in line with your preferences.
Furnish your home with the design of the
Piano collection.

THE PIANO COLLECTION
UV LACQUER IN HIGH GLOSS
A large selection and refined design of the Piano collection
modular elements will create a pleasant ambience of your
bedroom, but they are also suitable for any part of your
apartment. These practical and functional pieces of furniture
can be an integral part of the interior of your hall, living room
or children’s room. Express your creativity and individuality by
creating a unique solution. Design your home with the Piano
Collection.

Coating furniture with UV lacquer technology provides
high gloss (99.7%) and four times more resistant surfaces to
physical damage. Jela Jagodina is the first manufacturer in
the wood industry in the Balkans to have implemented this
advanced technology. Innovation, industrial solutions and a
careful selection of raw materials enable the quality that gives
customers satisfaction and a safe choice in home furnishing.

jela.rs

LACQUER

Follow us

4x more resistance to wear
High gloss - 99,7%
# Jela Jagodina

GUARANTEED
QUALITY

EASY
INSTALLATION

MODULARITY

The highest quality
materials and
manufacturing

Only professionally
assembled furniture will
serve its purpose

Combination of different widths
and heights of elements for the
best use of your space

* Printing errors are possible in the texts, color shades, and dimensions.
Copyright: Jela Jagodina d.o.o. SN. 01/01/2019

WIDE RANGE
OF PRODUCTS
Furnish your entire home

